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MVSC Expands into Illinois, Virginia, Wisconsin and Oregon,
Kicking Off Its Vehicle eRegistration National Rollout Plans
California’s biggest electronic vehicle registration provider launches registration
courses and renewal services as it prepares to introduce its registration software
nationwide
AGOURA HILLS, Calif., (May 7, 2015) – Motor Vehicle Software Corporation (MVSC), the
California-based creator of the award-winning DMVdesk electronic vehicle registration
(EVR) software, is beginning a phased introduction of its title and registration solution as
well as training program in four new states: Illinois, Virginia, Wisconsin and Oregon.
MVSC’s initial out-of-state expansion is the first step in its mission to automate registration
nationwide.
In Illinois, MVSC has begun processing registration renewals, with a comprehensive EVR
offering planned for early 2016. Virginia’s Secretary of State has recently authorized MVSC
to provide EVR, which MVSC anticipates offering in Virginia soon after it introduces its
Registration Management Professional (RMP) title and registration training certification
program later this year. MVSC is entering Wisconsin in June with its RMP classes. In
Oregon, MVSC is taking the first steps towards doing business with the DMV.
As it prepares to introduce its EVR solution nationwide, MVSC has been recruiting domain
and registration specialists with decades of experience, creating jobs in Illinois, Virginia,
Wisconsin, Oregon and California. This capable staff will enable MVSC to be the title and
registration solution that bridges the private sector and government agencies to drive
efficient work flows.
“In planning MVSC’s growth, we’ve been reviewing regulatory and business conditions in
numerous states and we believe MVSC can contribute to simplifying registration in Illinois,
Virginia, Wisconsin and Oregon,” said Don Armstrong, MVSC President and CEO. “To
support this initiative, we’re hiring experts with a deep knowledge of registration in these
states. As we grow state-by-state, we feel confident MVSC can be the registration solution
that’s going to benefit drivers, dealerships, government agencies and local economies.”
About MVSC
Motor Vehicle Software Corporation (MVSC) has become the leading innovator in the
development and support of cost-effective electronic vehicle registration solutions between
government agencies and the private sector. By combining eGovernment consulting skills,
compliance analysis capabilities and specialized industry expertise, our process
management solutions save our clients time, money and resources. Partner with us at
www.mvscusa.com.

